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Nearly every CEO has a business plan to achieve financial success for the enterprise. Rarely, however, do

we see a Business Owner/ CEO with one overall financial plan integrating their personal needs as a

Business Owner with their enterprise needs as a CEO. In absence of  such a plan, the CEO lacks

a robust financial design to achieve his or her long-term personal objectives. We call this lack of  personal

and enterprise planning integration the “Planning Gap.” 

What are the most common CEO planning gap “blind spots”? 

n Lack of  coordination between personal financial planning and enterprise planning; 

n Unnecessarily diluting owner’s equity and control; 

n Overexposure to estate taxes and personal income taxes; and

n Delaying the repositioning of  business assets to be used for eventual retirement. 

This planning gap is more insidious than it may appear. These blind spots can create a financial loss

for many of  the stakeholders closest to the business owner including partners, key employees, investors,

customers or often the most important stakeholders – spouse and family. “Business-rich and cash-

poor” owners with limited resources outside of  the business often have the most to lose by failing to

bridge this planning gap. 

This article defines the planning gap, provides some tools to identify specific blind spots and outlines a

process to close the overall planning gap expeditiously.

The Planning Gap Defined
A business is a non-liquid asset. Many business owners are astonished with the total shrinkage they

experience when they seek to convert the business asset to a liquid asset for personal use. Shrinkage

can come from taxes at all levels, dilution, loss of  enterprise upside, leadership voids, capital costs,

inadequate benefits design and other issues. As a result of  this planning gap, CEOs may bear

financial losses as well as unnecessary emotional stress related to these business and

personal challenges.
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The most common culprits causing business owner value 

shrinkage include:

n Taxes - an interrelated and complex series of  taxes assessed on a business owner – 
including income, capital gain, estate, and gift taxes. 

n Dilution - Loss of  value and control due to diluted equity ownership as a result of  
bringing on new leadership or capital resources.

n Loss of  Enterprise Value - Loss of  value from an ill-timed or poorly orchestrated exit event
(e.g., merger, sale, ESOP.) 

n Inadequate Benefits Design - Forfeiture of  retirement capital available to owners 
(e.g., profit sharing) and executive incentive programs poorly linked to business objectives.

n Management Void- Loss of  value of  the business by virtue of  incomplete succession 
management planning. 

n Asset Protection - Overexposure to creditors and predators due to a lack of  asset 
protection strategies and titling. 

n Lack of  Investment Coordination - Failure to assess total risk (personal and 
business), often resulting in excessive investment risk with their personal portfolio. 

n Cost of  Capital - Assuming more than the required personal guarantees for business loans. 
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Bridging the Business Owner Planning Gap
Many successful business owners are “Business Rich & Cash Poor” -- their illiquid business is often their largest

asset. By addressing the common culprits (taxes, dilution, lack of  coordination,etc.), the business owner can

bridge the “Planning Gap” and achieve long term goals - such as “Freedom from Earned Income” or  estab-

lishing a “Family Legacy.”

Questions to help achieve 

a Win/Win/Win:  
n Where are you (on the map)?

n Where are you going?

n How long to get there?

n Biggest challenges to 

overcome?
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Why is the typical CEO planning gap so deep and wide? Many of  these planning gap issues fall 

into an enterprise/personal “white space” not covered by traditional advisors such as CPAs, attorneys,

or stock brokers. Often the business owner has a cadre of  specialists, thus creating the illusion that 

the planning is complete – when it is not. In fact, many of  these specialist advisors often never talk to

one another.

A well-coordinated plan should incorporate the breadth of  topics critical to the business owner’s long

term success. The issues may be as broad as: personal objectives, business growth, business succes-

sion, rewards & incentives, business transfer, investments, estate planning, retirement planning, tax

reduction strategies, charitable giving and emotional issues related to the plan. Without a quarterback

and an advocate for the overall plan, many critical issues remain unaddressed. 

Lastly, the planning gap is often invisible — the typical CEO business owner may not understand the

factors that result in wealth shrinkage and can jeopardize the overall long term plan. We often hear

CEOs say: “My business success will drive my personal long-term financial independence. Therefore I

don’t need an integrated financial plan.” Translation: the business owner has not found an appropriate

venue in which to conduct this very critical planning.

Helping Stakeholders to Identify The Planning Gap
Stakeholders such as family members, bankers, key employees and other advisors

have a license to help the CEO business owner to significantly increase the 

personal value extractable from the business. Awareness is the first step – 

stakeholders can help the CEO become aware of  a potential planning gap

and get started on an improvement program. 

It is beyond the scope of  this article to outline all the planning gap issues. Still,

three of  the most common “CEO blind spots” are identified below. Diagnostic

questions that stakeholders can use to explore each of  these three issues follow.

Blind Spot #1: 
Over-willingness to offer equity ownership in the business to attract and 

retain top talent. 
Equity, while a powerful reward incentive, is very expensive compared to other options that are available to manage the

costs of  human capital. Other strategies such as simulated equity or deferred compensation solutions may often help

achieve the same objectives without diluting the owner’s control.

Case 1. Barry Smith, age 60, is the CEO Owner of  Smith Architecture - a $30 million company.

Barry gives 20% equity to two key managers each and retains 60% for himself. One of  the 

managers leaves the company after he fully vests his equity position. Barry then gives 20% of  

the company to attract the next senior hire – thereby diluting his position to 40% and Barry now 

has a lack of  control.

Questions for stakeholders: What financial strategies have you (the business owner) employed to

attract and retain key employees? What is the cost of  this plan to you – especially if  you are giving

equity (stock options, etc.) to the key employees? What non-equity derivatives have you considered for

employee retention? Will your strategies be effective in retaining key employees should your company

have a change of  control? 
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Blind Spot #2: 
Waiting until a major liquidity event occurs to reposition business assets to 

personal assets. 
Recent studies indicate that approximately 40% of  business owners anticipate a change of  control in the next five years.1

Many “business-rich cash-poor” business owners are relying on this liquidity event to fund long-term financial independ-

ence. By waiting to reposition assets, the CEO often forgoes the ability to “lock-in” significant retirement benefits over a five

to ten year period of  business ownership – all contributed on a tax-advantaged basis.

Case 2. To fund his personal endowment, Barry Smith (CEO) takes taxable distributions out of  his C-

Corporation. After double taxation at corporate and personal level, Barry may only be investing 40-50

cents on the dollar to build his retirement plan. Barry may have foregone the opportunity to place up to

$200,000 a year into an ERISA-based plan – thereby putting pre-tax money to work and providing the

company a tax deduction for the contributions. 

Diagnostic Questions: Have you (business owner) estimated your lifetime liquidity goal – the

amount of  funds you/your family needs to fund your lifestyle for the rest of  your life? How confident are

you in the calculation of  this personal endowment? What plans do you have in place to reposition busi-

ness assets most effectively to achieve your long term goals without a forced sale of  the business?

Are you taking advantage of  the tax benefits associated with your business to achieve your

long term personal goals?
1 Source:  Raymond Institute American Family Business Survey, 2002.

Blind Spot #3: 
Unnecessarily paying too much in estate and capital gains taxes. 
Many “business-rich/cash-poor” owners have limited personal assets outside of  the business – and therefore see little need for

estate planning. However, in absence of  adequate liquidity or titling, the death of  an owner can often create a significant tax

bill to the family – sometimes forcing a business to be sold or liquidated. Similarly, capital gains taxes can cause significant

shrinkage to the owner’s estate. We often see business owners who forfeit “freebee” IRS exemptions that permit the transfer of

value to children or charity on a tax-advantaged basis.

Case 3: Barry Smith (CEO) dies in a plane accident and estate or transfer taxes in excess of  $10 mil-

lion may be due. The company may need to be liquidated at a substantial discount in order to pay the

taxes – thereby reducing significantly the interests of  certain key employees, lenders and family. 

Questions for stakeholders: Have you (the business owner) had your estate tax estimated? What

source of  liquidity does the business have should the business owner die or become disabled? What

steps have you taken to reduce your tax exposure (income, cap gain, estate tax?) What strategies have

you employed to defer or eliminate potential capital gains on sale of  your company? How do you plan

to integrate charitable gifts up front to freeze your tax liability?

The Barry Smith cases above appear to pose non-related issues of  benefits/ownership structure, retire-

ment funding and estate taxes. However, there are a set of  multi-dimensional strategies that may help

address each of  the issues and Barry’s overall situation. Remember, the planning process is not about

curing the symptoms (“blind spots”.) Rather, the real goal is to help a client achieve long term objectives

across the business owner and personal domains. The overall process works. Identify long term

objectives, explore design solutions, craft an integrated plan, gain emotional buy-in

from key stakeholders and proceed to implementation. 
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